
e-Facts: Our portfolio and subsystems

We drive new energy
       ̶̶   for a greener future
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This e-Facts wants to give a short look to the ARADEX portfolio in 
drivetrains, inverters, power conversion and possible subsystems.
With our fully modular Multi-Energy-Concept with all matching high 
voltage components we can offer to start now and be future-proof.

One of our main topics is how we can support. We want to be a reliable 
partner from the very first evaluation of a possible hybridization or 
electrification until the machine works. World-wide.
And even make commissioning under pandemic conditions! 



Inverters and motors for propulsion and functional drives

Multi-Energy-Concept: battery, fuel cell, diesel-hybrids:                               
-> starting now + future proof

Some example implemented subsystems -> our market approach

Engineering support, training, commissioning and more…
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Our first chapter is an overview of our portfolio of e-motors and inverters 
for drivetrains. Propulsion and functional drives. 



3PM-reluctance motors with peak-torque / max speed

400Nm / 
6500 rpm

1200Nm / 
3500 rpm

800Nm / 
6500 rpm

1150Nm / 
6500 rpm

3500Nm / 
3500 rpm

For the traction drive we offer a wide range of matched electric motor-
inverter combinations up to 800V DC link voltage.
Many of them are certified by the KBA (Federal Office for motor 
vehicles) according to IEC R10 and R85. 
Shown here: our portfolio of permanent magnet motors

Both the VECTOPOWER inverters and the VECTOMOTOR electric 
motor family are specially designed for the demanding requirements of 
commercial vehicles, work machines and marine applications. Our 
drives set standards in terms of efficiency, robustness and reliability.
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440Nm / 
6000 rpm

1340Nm / 
4800 rpm

2700Nm / 
4800 rpm

4050Nm / 
3600 rpm

AC-induction motors with peak torque / max speed 

For the traction drive we offer a wide range of matched electric motor-
inverter combinations up to 800V DC link voltage.
Many of them are certified by the KBA (Federal Office for motor 
vehicles) according to IEC R10 and R85. 
Here shown: our portfolio of ac induction motors

Both the VECTOPOWER inverters and the VECTOMOTOR electric 
motor family are specially designed for the demanding requirements of 
commercial vehicles, work machines and marine applications. Our 
drives set standards in terms of efficiency, robustness and reliability.



5Portfolio: correlation motor + inverter

Inverter VP600-…. 
// Motor VM600M-…

18W330 
single

18W340    
single

18W360/361 
single

18W368/369 
single

28W333    
double

28W344/345 
double

PM-reluctance
18W0040-RH 33//42 kW 54//68 kW 54//68 kW --------- 33//42 kW 54//68 kW
18W0073-RH --------- 75//98 kW 92//120 kW --------- --------- 92//120 kW
18W0115-RH --------- 68//100 kW 91//134 kW --------- --------- 83//122 kW
28W0115-RH ---------- --------- ------- 100//168 kW --------- --------
18W0120-RH --------- 74//--- kW 98//--- kW --------- --------- 91//--- kW
28W0350-RH -------- -------- -------- ---//210 kW --------- ---------
AC-inductance
18W0044-AC 34//40 kW 47//56 kW 47//56 kW --------- 34//40 kW 47//56 kW
18W0134-AC --------- 77//121 kW 92//145 kW ---------- --------- 92//145 kW
18W0270-AC -------- -------- -------- ---//213 kW --------- ---------
28W0380-AC -------- -------- -------- --- //232 kW --------- ---------

Overview: continous power at 400VDC // 650VDC

Motors available // motors planned     PS: double inverters can drive 2 independent motors

We cover the range of continuous power per motor-inverter combination from 
30 to about 232kW. 

PM and AC induction

Challenge our engineers with your application!



6Portfolio: overview: traction motors: pm-reluctance

Some of our pm-reluctance traction motors. Covering the range from 400 to
nearly 4000 Nm peak torque



7Portfolio: overview: traction motors: ac-induction

Double-shaft-ac-induction
• Can be combined with other e-motors for perfect redundancy
• Can be combined directly with combustion motors
• Especially can be use for parallel hybrids

Some of our ac-induction traction motors. Covering the range from 400 to 
nearly 4000 Nm peak torque



8Portfolio: overview: traction motors
Short name
VM600M..

topology Peak 
Torque 
[Nm]

Cont. 
Torque 
[Nm]

Nom. 
Speed 
[rpm]

Max. 
speed
[rpm]

Main application, 
remarks

18W-0040 PM-reluctance 360 110 6000 7200 High speed PM

18W-0044 AC-induction 440 179 2510 5800 High speed AC

18W-0073 PM-reluctance 800 410 2150 6500 Direct cardan / gearbox

18W-0115 PM-reluctance 1150 600 1450 3000 Direct cardan

28W-0115 PM-reluctance 1150 460 3530 6500 for gearbox

18W-0120 PM-reluctance 1200 615 1530 3200 Direct cardan

18W-0134 AC-induction 1340 600 1950 4800 Direct cardan

18W-0270 AC-induction 2700 804 2380 4800 Direct cardan

28W-0350 PM-reluctance 3800 1660 1250 3600 Direct cardan

28W-0380 AC-induction 4050 1650 1430 3600 Direct cardan

Ask our sales team for more information



9Portfolio: overview: auxiliary motors
Short name
VM600M..

topology Peak 
Torque

Cont. 
Torque

Nom. 
speed

Max. 
speed

Main application, remarks

18Z0012 PM 221Nm 32Nm 3000rpm 4000rpm Auxiliary, convection cooled

18W0018 PM 221Nm 72Nm 3000rpm 4000rpm Auxiliary, water + convection

18Z0027 PM 328Nm 52Nm 3000rpm 4000rpm Auxiliary, convection cooled

18W0027 PM 328Nm 100Nm 3000rpm 4000rpm Auxiliary, water + convection

18Z0012
18Z0027 18W0027

18W0018

Some pm motors, especially for auxiliary drive applications



1Portfolio: overview: inverters

Single inverters 3 phase:
• VP600-330
• VP600-340
• VP600-360
• VP600-361

Single inverters 6 phase:
• VP600-368
• VP600-369

Double inverters 2*3 phase:
• VP600-333
• VP600-344
• VP600-345



1Portfolio: overview: inverters
Short name Single / 

double
Cont. 

current
10-min 
current

10-s 
current

Max PWM Max electrical
frequency

VP600-330 single 95 Arms 105 Arms 160 Arms 8 kHz 599 Hz

VP600-333 double 95 Arms 105 Arms 160 Arms 8 kHz 599 Hz

VP600-340 single 180 Arms 280 Arms 450 Arms 8 kHz 599 Hz

VP600-344 double 220 Arms 300 Arms 450 Arms 8 kHz 599 Hz

VP600-345 double 220 Arms 300 Arms 450 Arms 16 kHz 1999 Hz

VP600-360 single 250 Arms 350 Arms 480 Arms 8 kHz 599 Hz

VP600-361 single 250 Arms 350 Arms 480 Arms 16 kHz 1999 Hz

VP600-368 single 440 Arms 600 Arms 900 Arms 8 kHz 599 Hz

VP600-369 single 440 Arms 600 Arms 900 Arms 16 kHz 1999 Hz

Be suprised…

Ask our sales team for more information
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The transition to new energy is a big challenge. Especially for mobile 
working machines, because they must be of high performance and 
extreme reliability. 
Besides the long term target, we must find a practicable and economic 
step-by-step process to catch the target.

To support such a conversion process we developed th fully modular 
Multi-Energy-Concept. 
The idea is that we can start with diesel based parallel or serial 
hybrid solutions. And as a future step add pure battery or hydrogen 
solutions….



ARADEX Multi-Energy concept 1

Fuel cell

Generator
(diesel engine)

Supercaps

Battery

Public power grid

Overhead line

The use of ARADEX technology is 
independent of the energy source. 

Energy 
source

ARADEX
inverter

DC 
backbone

Variant 1: diesel engine as range extender in 
hybrid solution. Short Time-To-Market, greatly 
reduced fuel consumption. 

Variant 2: Using a fuel cell as range extender. 
The only difference of system: using DCDC 
instead of AC/DC

Power management of the whole system at the 
DC-backbone is done inside our converters!

We provide all kind of power converters

…. For serial hybrids….. 

The complete modular Multi-Energy-Concept offers our customers highest 
possible flexibility for each kind of serial hybrids. 

The overall power-management (separate e-Facts available) via the 
DC backbone makes it easy to migrate from a combustion engine later 
on to a fuel cell -> future-proof 



VP5000-DCDC60

VP5000-DCDC200 and    
VP5000-DCDC200-HL

The VP5000 DC/DC family 

+ Max. continuous power: 60kW
+ Max. continuous current on lower side: 110ADC

+ Max. continuous power: 200kW
+ Max. continuous current on 

lower side: 400ADC

Perfect for battery systems

Perfect for fuel cells
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The use of DC / DC converters to regulate the voltage level brings clear 
advantages when dimensioning the consumers in the system. So far, 
the functional advantages of a traditional DC/DC converter in the drive 
system have been hampered by the additional loss of efficiency. Our 
VECTOPOWER VP5000 DC60 and DC200 clears this obstacle with 
optimal efficiency.

When used with a fuel cell, the VP5000 DC200 provides additional 
protection for the fuel cell in addition to increasing the voltage level. 
The adjustable damping of the voltage ripples and sudden load peaks 
by the DC200 significantly extends the service life of the fuel cell.
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In this chapter we show some exemple subsystems and how we want to 
support the market of functional vehicles and mobile working machines. 



Serial hybrid: “RangeExtender” 1

Electrified machine

H
V 

sy
st
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In a serial hybrid the machine itself is electrified and the battery must be able 
to serve full power. Often the propulsion is done electro-mechanical and 
many other functions by hydraulics. Therefore one or more hydraulic pumps 
are driven by e-motors with inverters

The battery normally creates the high voltage system as a backbone. 
The combustion machine with e-generator and inverter charges the 
battery. 
In this way the combustion machine can be downsized, because it 
“only” serves the average power. 



Serial hybrid: propulsion electro-mechanical 1

Functional block diagram
of a typical mobile working machine

An electromechanical propulsion will be the best solution, regarding energy 
efficiency. In the shown example it was possible to replace the hydrostatic 
motors by electric motors and keep the chaindrive as it is. 

The shown example, a hybrid dozer, is fully modular and shown here, 
driven by hydrogen fuel cell and DC/DC. Second version is realized 
with downsized diesel engine instead of fuel cell. 
Sometimes the hydrostatic motors are the better overall-solution……



Serial hybrid: propulsion: electro-hydraulical 1

Hydrostatic motors have a lower efficiency, but offer as advantage to be 
extremely compact. 
In this case the electrification can be done like shown above. An e-motor 
drives hydraulic pump and propulsion remains hydrostatic. Hydraulics can be 
realized for example by LindeHydraulics. 

By splitting the hydraulics into propulsion and functional hydraulics, the 
overall efficiency is much improved. With 2 inverters and e-motors we 
operate speed controlled 2 hydraulic pumps.
- One for propulsion
- One for all other functions



Parallel hybrid: “E-boost” 1

In a parallel hybrid solution the mechanical power-distribution remains as it 
is. Including hydraulics. 

Via a gearbox an e-motor is coupled to the shaft of the combustion engine.

The e-motor with a battery can boost the total power for the machine. 

And it can average the torque-demand of the combustion engine.

And it even can recuperate energy, coming back from machine



Serial hybrid: with Fuel Cell as “RangeExtender” 2

Electrified machine

H
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In a serial hybrid the machine itself is electrified and the battery must be able 
to serve full power. Often the propulsion is done electro-mechanical and 
many other functions by hydraulics. Therefore one or more hydraulic pumps 
are driven by e-motors with inverters

The battery normally creates the high voltage system as a backbone. 
The fuel cell with DC/DC converter charges the battery. 
In this way the fuel cell can be dimensioned much smaller in power, 
compared with classical diesel driven machines. Because it “only” 
serves the average power. 
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Functional block diagram
of a hydrogen driven truck

Serial hybrid: with Fuel Cell as “RangeExtender”

Here as example: 26 ton truck for garbage collection. The solution is a small battery, combined with a medium power fuel cell
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Our claim: make things work! 23

Our project engineers support in dimensioning, components selection and 
feasible complete high-voltage solutions. 

Our after-sales offers service, maintenance and diagnostics, on site and 
digital.  

We can offer commissioning support both on site and digital, all over the 
world. And we offer comprehensive diagnostic tools also for your teams. 

We offer trainings and support to optimize all electric drivetrains to your 
application. For this we can create tailored software modules inside our 
inverters.  

It´s part of the ARADEX DNA to offer a broad range of personal support 
and supporting software tools.
We want to make our products and subsystems as good as possible 
usable for our customers.

In each application we try to learn from our customers how we can 
improve our products and services. 



First review of your application free of charge 24

Our engineering team will do the first review of your project free of charge

You receive the result as an electronic document: cornerstones of your project 
regarding electrification or hybridization including dimensioning done by our 
experienced project engineers

Contact our sales team to get more information

Challenge us with your application, 
your demands and your ideas!

Participate on our experience of 31 years of industrial machines and 12 
years in e-mobility: For your first project we offer you a first analysis and 
review for free. 
Done by our experienced engineering team.

Not binding for you and keeping your information confidential.
As result you get an electronic document and a digital meeting to 
discuss our first approach to your project.  



Optimized usability 
and performance 

for the best e-mobility

Challenge us with your application!

Sales@aradex.com

Vertrieb@aradex.com

Phone ++49 7172 9181 0
Ziegelwaldstr. 3 | 73547 Lorch, Germany

Thanks for your attention 2

Don´t hesitate to contact and challenge us with your application.


